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ABSTRACT
Pharmaceutical company SPM has over 400 cases of inventory discards over the past five years
which constitute a significant operating cost. Due to the complexity and randomness of each
case, the root causes that result in inventory discards are not identified by the management,
thereby hindering SPM from coming up with effective discard minimization practices. This
thesis investigates the discard reasons and analyzes the severity of each cause. Raw material
expiration is identified as one of the primary discard causes. High raw material inventory level is
resulted from the current inadequate inventory management practices in SPM. A raw material
inventory management procedure with appropriate inventory grouping strategies incorporating
the shelf life is developed in order to help SPM reduce its waste in material expiration. Based on
the study of demand information and forecast accuracy, different inventory models are applied
to classified inventory groups to determine the amount of inventory to be ordered and kept as
safety stock. The study finds that the new procedure reduces the average inventory costs of the
items studied by 43%.
Thesis Supervisor: Stanley B. Gershwin
Title: Senior Research Scientist at the MIT department of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1. 1 Company Background
Company SP is a multinational pharmaceutical drug manufacturer which was founded in US in
1971. It has operations over 140 countries and employs over 55,000 employees. Company SP
produces several well-known prescription and over-the-counter drugs, together with its
personal care brand lines in foot care and skin care.
Company SP's Singapore branch (SPM) was the first US pharmaceutical company to establish its
operation in Singapore's Tuas Biomedical Park. With an investment exceeding US$1 billion, the
operation site of SPM is one of the largest among all the pharmaceutical operations in
Singapore and currently serves as the regional manufacturing center in Asia.
1.1.1 Merger of Company SP and Company M
In 2009, drug giant Company M merges with Company SP through a US$41 billion deal. The deal
was completed through a "reverse-merger" by having Company SP rename "M" and continue
its technical operation as a public corporation. Prior to the merger, Company M faces a tough
future of declining sales as a standalone company. The merger offers to boost company M's
sales and achieve operation cost cuts. The new company now has a diversified product
portfolio across key strategic dimensions, especially in therapeutic areas.
There are three major synergy opportunities presented after the merger.
1) The previous cholesterol joint venture between the two companies is now consolidated.
2) Company SP's respiratory franchise will revitalize the operation lines in Company M.
3) Product lines in treating Infectious diseases will be strengthened as a result.
The merged Company M now has two operation sites in Singapore. In addition to its original M
Branch (South Campus), SPM becomes the West Campus of M in Singapore.
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1.2 Manufacturing Facilities
SPM consists of four different production facilities. Figure 1.1 shows SPM's manufacturing
facilities. SPM's operation facilities cover four areas. The Dry Powder Inhaler (DPI) Plant
produces inhaler products for inhalation treatment. The Tablet facility, also known as the
Secondary Non-Steroid Operation (SNSO), makes finished drug tablets. The tablet facility is also
able to perform material dispensing, granulation, tablet compression, product bottling, blister
packaging and bulk packaging with highly-automated product lines. The Biotech Plant
comprises areas of administration, laboratory, production and warehouse. It supports the
production of several biological products and injection vials.
The Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient (API) facility features the Steroids Plant and Synthesis
Plant. The two plants manufacture a variety of Finished Drug Substance (FDS) which is used for
making of the final drug products. The Synthesis Plant has two Multi-Product Plant (MPP), MPP
Plant 1 and Plant 2.
Company SP
SPM Singapore
DPI Plant API Facility Tablet Plant Biotech Plant
Steroid Plant Synthesis Plant
I M PP Plant 1 u a ri 
M PP Plant 2
Figure 1.1 Manufacturing Facility of SPM
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1.3 Company Products
Figure 1.2 below shows SPM's products under each manufacturing plant. API facility produces a
variety of drug substances. SPM supplies its sister plants around the world with these FDS
products.
FDS Product A is the main drug ingredient for one of the most successful product lines co-
developed by Company M and Company SP's joint venture in cholesterol treatment. The
finished drug products are highly demanded in the global market. The steroid line FDS products
are used in making of different finished products, including lotions, ointments and inhalers. FDS
Product B and C are used in inhaler production.
Due to the large operation scale in API facility, more than 100 chemical raw materials are used
in the production in API plants. These materials are supplied by various vendors around the
world.
Figure 1.2 SPM Product Map
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1.4 API Manufacturing Process
Figure 1.3 below shows a typical manufacturing process of API products. Starting from raw
material input, the process undergoes series of stages including chemical reaction, extraction,
filtration and vacuum dry.
Charg S ing . A _______
Chemical Recto (Dsolig Agttin
Exrcto (P as Splits)
Crytaizaio (AP Isltin
Centrfuge/irto
Figure 1.3 Flow Chart of API Manufacturing Process
Production of Product A, B and C are achieved through a series chemical processes with several
intermediates generated along the process. Figure 1.4 below shows the production steps
required to produce A. Intermediate D, H, K and Z are the products in the intermediate stages
of the production. Production of H and K are considered to be in the same stage as
Intermediate H is converted to Intermediate K as soon as it is produced.
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Figure 1.4 Production Steps for Product A
Figure 1.5 shows the production steps required to produce B and C. Product B and C are
derived from the same raw materials. Starting from Intermediate 1, different production steps
are taken to reach the final products.
L
Figure 1.5 Production Steps for Product B and C
Pharmaceutical products undergo rigorous quality testing procedures during the manufacturing
process as required by Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The intermediates as well as the
input raw materials are tested for quality assurance before proceeding to the next production
step. Figure 1.6 below shows a production flow model starting from raw materials.
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Raw Material)
Raw Material
Intermediate 1
Product B
Intermediate 2
Product C
Figure 1.6 Production Flow Model
The intermediates standard manufacturing and quality release cycle times are shown below in
Table 1.1 (Product A) and Table 1.2 (Product B and C). It takes a total cycle time of 85 days to
manufacture Product A, 24 days for Product B and 32 days for Product C.
Table 1.1 Product A Intermediates Standard Manufacturing and Release Time
Manufacturing Cycle Time Quality Release Time
Steps (Days) (Days)
Raw material + Intermediate D 4.8 14
Intermediate D 4 Intermediate H&K 11.2 14
Intermediate H&K 4 Intermediate Z 4.2 14
Intermediate Z + Product A 1.5 21
Total 21.7 63
Table 1.2 Product B and C Intermediates Standard Manufacturing and Release Time
Manufacturing Cycle Time Quality Release Time
Steps (Days) (Days)
Raw material + Intermediate 1 7.1 7
Intermediate 1+ Product B 3 7
Intermediate 1+ Intermediate 2 2 7
Intermediate 2 + Product C 1.5 7
Total Cycle Time for Product B 10.1 14
Total Cycle Time for Product C 10.6 21
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1.5 Company Structure and Operations
Figure 1.7 below shows company structure of SPM and the functions performed by individual
department. [1]
= Production planning
- Suppliers delivery planni
Planning
Engineering
= Launch of new products
investments
= Bills of material and
routings
= Modification of equipme
" Standard operating
procedures
= Raw material procurement
= Finished products dispatching, w Internal quality control
= Warehousing a Customers complains
" Material handling a Reception material control
Material= Qultng
Continuous Human
improvement resources
= Provide structure for - Recruitments and
nts continuous interim
improvement management
" Develop and launch n Management of
MPS processes Absenteeism
" MPS training/lcoaching * Skills assessment
andtraining
Figure 1.7 SPM- Company Structure and Function
1.5.1 Planning Function
Every month, the global planner will forecast the monthly demand for the following 12 months.
The demand forecasts of individual product in different regional markets are assembled and
aggregated. The latest demand forecast is updated in SPM every month and the production
schedule is adjusted according to the demand change.
With a variety of products offered, SPM has a few production planners under its production
planning group, each in charge of different product lines. The monthly demand forecast is first
captured in a Master Production Schedule (MPS) for each product in the coming year. MPS
projects the inventory level based on the forecasted demand and production projection. One
key parameter shown in the MPS is the Month of Supply (MOS) which is calculated using the
following formula.
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Repair and prevention of
breakdowns
Preventative Maintenance
Maintenance
Finance
" Budget setting and
cost control
" Performance review
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MOS Forward = 12 x Currently Month Inventory + 12 months' projected sales
Planners make sure that MOS never drops below zero.
1.5.2 Material Management Function
Based on the MPS, the Material Requirement Planning (MRP) is developed. The amount of raw
materials needed in production is projected. The information in MPS and MRP will be uploaded
to the SAP system. SAP system keeps the information on inventory levels of all materials
including raw materials, intermediates and FDS.
The purchasing team in SPM has a few buyers in charge of raw material procurements for
different product lines. Individual planner determines the safety stock level required for each of
the raw materials. SAP monitors the level of inventory and informs the buyers when to
purchase raw material from the suppliers. The buyer determines the quantity of raw materials
to purchase. The customer service team is in charge of finished product dispatching.
Material Management (MM) is in charge of all the disposal of inventories in the warehouse.
The discard of inventories resulted from either quality rejects or material expirations, requires
the approval of the MM director. The MM department keeps records of all the raw material
disposals.
1.5.3 Quality Function
The quality department tests the incoming raw material and outgoing finished products
including the various intermediate products. The material sampled from the product batches
have to pass a series of stringent quality tests to ensure specification required by Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) is met. The testing cycle time could vary from days to few weeks
depending on the tests performed. Materials which pass the quality test will be labeled "quality
release" in the warehouse. The released materials are ready for the next stage production or
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shipment to customers. If any anomaly is observed during the quality test, the batches of
material affected would be labeled "Hold" in the warehouse and are blocked for further use
until the investigation of anomaly is cleared.
Quality department keeps all the intermediate and finished products information. Product
rejection information is recorded in SPM's TrackWise system and is retrievable through the
product batch identification number.
1.5.4 Continuous Improvement Function
The continuous improvement team is dedicated to identifying waste areas in manufacturing
processes and supply chain. Lean Six Sigma Tools are applied in solving the problems identified
in order to eliminate the waste, improve operational efficiency and reduce business cost.
Subject Matter Experts (SME) constantly work together to improve process stability and
standardize manufacturing procedures.
1.5.5 Cross Function Investigation Board
The Cross Function Investigation Board (CFIB) is made up by personnel from various
departments including production, planning, material management, research and quality
departments. A weekly CFIB meeting is held to address any production and inventory issues
which happen during the past week. Most of the issues are quality-related. A meeting minutes
is kept to record the opening and closing of issues. The investigation of an issue could last for
months. The purpose of CFIB is to have departments work together to solve complex issues.
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1.6 Problem Statement
The merger of the two giant pharmaceutical manufacturers has triggered actions in cost
reduction. While most of the continuous improvement projects focus on improving production
yield, the inventory discards practice receives very little attention.
SPM has an operational history of more than ten years in Singapore and discards of inventories
occurred all the time during this period. Different causes can be accounted for the discarded
inventories. However, due to the complexity and randomness of the discard issues, the root
causes are not classified. Therefore, critical areas for minimizing discard practices are not
identified by the management team.
SPM started using SAP system for inventory control in 2005. Ever since then, the detailed
inventory information is tracked through reference numbers in the company system. With the
historical discard information generated by the system, detailed discard reasons can be learned
through investigating historical documents and interviewing respective staffs in charge.
SPM desires to have a clear understanding in the root causes that result in inventory discards.
With the historical discard reasons assembled, areas for realizing discard minimization could be
identified after the categorization of causes. As a result, the minimization discard practice could
"zoom in" to a particular area for improvement. With a focused area for discard minimization,
strategic actions are to be developed and justified.
1.7 Project Objective
In this project, the author aims to achieve the following objective.
" Assemble all the historical discard cases which happened in API Facility in SPM since 2005
e Classify the root causes for discard of inventories
" Identify important areas for discard minimization practice
" Narrow down to one particular area for discard minimization
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1.8 Project Scope and Focus
The project studies over 300 discard cases in SPM's API Facility since 2005. One area for discard
minimization is chosen after a preliminary study (Chapter 3) on the historical data. Based on the
preliminary research, the author identifies raw material expiration as one of the primary
discard causes. The project then focuses on minimizing raw material expiration by developing
appropriate raw material inventory control procedures for SPM.
1.9 Problems in Current Raw Material Management
This section discusses the various difficulties in managing the raw materials in API Facility. The
limitations in current inventory management methods are also discussed.
1.9.1 Difficulty in Procurement Planning
* Demand Forecast Inaccuracy
Pharmaceutical products face intense competition in the market. The demand is tightly tied to
the condition of local drug market. Entry of new rival products and change in the local FDA's
regulatory policy can result in demand float throughout the year.
SPM receives updated demand forecast monthly and converts that to production plan. The raw
materials have to be procured months before the production as they are shipped from oversea
suppliers. A sudden drop in demand could cause the production plan to be postponed or
canceled. As a result, excessive raw materials pile up in the warehouse. Given a short shelf life,
those materials are left to expire before use.
e Long Supplier Lead Time
SPM's suppliers are distributed globally. The common transportation used is sea shipment. The
lead time from placing an order to receiving the shipment can be any time up to 6 months.
Upon arrival of the raw materials, a lab testing is required to certify the quality of the
inventories before production. The long lead time adds difficulty in deciding the right amount of
raw materials to purchase.
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1.9.2 Lack of Efficiency in Raw Material Management Policy
* Inventory Stocking Strategy
SPM keeps high level of raw material in the warehouse. Months of supply of raw materials are
kept to ensure production is not starved. The current stock keeping policy in SPM results in
excessive raw material inventory level. The current strategy does not consider the forecast
errors from the demand projections.
0 Safety Stock Determination
A stocking policy is used by SPM to determine the amount of safety stock. Most of raw
materials are ordered to have a 6-month-supply safety stock to hedge the risk of materials
running out of stock. The amount of safety stock is not derived through inventory models.
e Raw Material Order Strategy
Currently, SPM only monitors closely the procurement of raw materials with shelf life of 6
months. However, the treatment to all types of raw materials is uniform disregard of their
characteristics in shelf life and procurement cost.
1.9.3 Limitation of SAP Usage
SAP is used only to monitor the inventory level of the raw materials. Various system
parameters, including safety stock, supplier lead time and lab testing time, are entered to the
system by the buyers in the company. SAP will trigger a purchasing alert based on the lead time
and safety stock.
However, SAP could not incorporate the shelf life of the raw materials into procurement
planning.
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1.10 Organization of Thesis
Chapter 1 gives a background introduction of company and its operations. The problem
statement is described as well as the steps in developing the projects. A literature review of
discard minimization practice in pharmaceutical and other industries is given in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 covers the preliminary analysis stage of the project and shows the process of
identifying raw material expiration as the focus of the project. Chapter 4 presents the
methodology used in solving the issues in raw material inventory management. The results are
presented in Chapter 5 and compared to the current practice in the company. Chapter 6 brings
up the recommended solution as well as possible future work. Chapter 7 concludes the entire
thesis.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Risks in Pharmaceutical Inventory Manufacturing and Management
This section of the thesis discusses various challenges in inventory management faced by
pharmaceutical companies that will lead to occurrence of discards.
2.1.1 Challenges in Supply Chain Planning
The demand information is crucial in planning the quantities of materials to procure. Whewell
[2] discusses the importance of information in determining effective supply chain planning as
well as material procurement strategies. Failure to incorporate the correct demand information
in the planning would cause either excessive inventory or inventory out-of-stock.
The supply chain department decides the right ordering strategy to use to replenish inventories
based on the demand information. With wide fluctuations present in the forecast or expected
demand level, the problem of having inadequate amount of inventory on hand can be
aggravated throughout the entire supply chain. [2]
The excessive inventories accumulated takes up additional space in the warehouse. As a result,
Companies incur additional holding costs in order to take care of them. Inventory discards are
likely to happen to those inventories that are prone to experience quality deterioration or have
a short shelf life.
2.1.2 Challenges in Operations
Pharmaceutical manufacturing requires complex chemical reactions and manufacturing
processes in order to deliver the final products. It is fundamental to have a robust
manufacturing system which is designed to produce drugs that meet the stringent specification
requirements by FDA. It is up to the process engineers to determine the key process
parameters to ensure the stability of the process. Failure to ensure the optimal operating
parameters would lead to disqualified batches of products that need to be discarded
eventually. [3]
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Quality Assurance is another vital part of the operations in a company. The quality control
laboratory tests raw materials and products. Before the release, wastes are treated. Inventories
could be rejected or ordered to rework if quality standards are not met. Effectively
implementation of "quality control built-in" system helps to identify the source of waste as well
as controlling discards. Failure to exercise feedback quality control in each step of the
production would lead to high incidence of quality rejection of final products.
2.2 Current Practice in Discard Minimization
Several areas of discard minimization practices are reviewed in this section. Robust supply chain
design is desired to ensure the optimal inventory level. One area concerned is the inventory
management practice to avoid waste generated from material expiration. Reviews of practices
in food industry are conducted. Another area focuses on the operations management practices
by applying various tools in ensuring the quality of inventories produced during manufacturing
process.
2.2.1 Prevention of Inventory Expiration
Consulting Group R2N completed a project for the Joint Industry Unsaleables Steering
Committee in United States on expired products which aimed at reducing the amount of date-
expired and unsaleable products in the retailing industry. The report recommends several
operational actions including enhancing inventory rotation and utilizing technology measures to
capture material expiration information. [4]
Donselaar, Woensel, Broekmeulen and Fransoo [5] present a research done with two
supermarket-chains and focuses on inventory management of perishable items in order to
reduce waste due to expiration. The perishable items are classified based on the shelf life and
managed using different inventory control models.
Furthermore, McComas [61 recommends that the following actions take place within a
corporation:
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" Establish purchasing review criteria to review the inventory characteristics
* Purchase only the amount of raw materials needed for a production run or a period of time
e Collaboration with vendors to improve the purchasing practice
" Improve inventory control through application of effective inventory control systems
* Encourage materials exchange within the company
" Consider Just-in-Time (JIT) Manufacturing
* Coordinate between staffs in charge of purchasing and those in charge of production
2.2.2 Operation Management for Quality Control
Mohan, Glassey and Montagure [7] present a set of tools in investigating and evaluating root
causes in risk management in pharmaceutical operations management. Their research also
discusses various statistical models in process control and quality assurance for the purpose of
eliminating process variation and waste.
The Failure Modes and Effects Criticality Analysis (FMECA) tool presented is considered as an
effective approach to carry out the preliminary analysis on discard reasons by the author.
FMECA is a step-by-step procedure for identifying failure models and criticality of the
consequences of failure. [7] In this project, it is feasible to apply FMECA to determine the
criticality of root causes that result in discard. With the help of FMECA, a focused area can be
identified for discard minimization practice solution stage.
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Chapter 3 Preliminary Analysis
This chapter presents a step-by-step analysis of historical discard cases in SPM's API Facility.
The root causes that lead to inventory discards in SPM are classified and explained in detail. An
FMECA analysis is performed which justifies material expiration as the area of focus in SPM for
discard minimization practice which is addressed later in this thesis.
3.1 Collection of Data and Discard Reasons
A spreadsheet which contained the discard cases in API Facility since 2005 was generated by
the SAP system. The list recorded brief information about each case, e.g. discarded material
name, discarded quantity, discarded dollar value. A reference batch number is assigned to the
affected inventory. Table 3.1 below shows the parameter generated by the SAP system.
Table 3.1 SAP Discard Information
x00001 A 01.10.2009 34 kg xx11157 USD-5,000
The total loss in discard in the API Facility since 2005 is about USD$ 6million with over 400
discard incidences. There are 5 types of inventories affected. The definitions and inventory
values are shown in Table 3.2 below.
Table 3.2 Inventory Definition and Dollar Value
Raw Material Input chemical materials for production Medium
Packaging Containers and labels for inventory keeping LowMaterial
Intermediates Products generated during production stages Medium to High
Seeding Materials Small amount of intermediates/FDS kept for next production Low
FDS Final finished drug substance products in API High
The analysis were conducted only on raw material, intermediates and FDS since the discard
cases of packaging materials and seeding materials are negligible in terms of their dollar value.
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To investigate the discard causes, cases were grouped under the inventory groups which they
belong to. Raw material discard reasons were captured in the memos in the Material
Management Department. Intermediates and FDS discard cases are mostly quality-related.
Therefore, reasons were retrieved from the TrackWise system in Quality Department. Various
personnel in charge were interviewed for clarification.
3.2 Results of the Preliminary Analysis
Table 3.3 below shows the historical discard costs as well as the number of cases associated
with each of the inventory types.
Table 3.3 Discard Information by Inventory T
Raw Material 294 105 2,034,955 35.44%
Intermediates 8 8 1,250,449 21.78%
FDS 9 5 2,456,098 42.78%
Figure 3.1 below shows the distribution of discard cost among three types of inventories.
Distribution of Discard Costs among Inventory Types
3,000,000 120.00%
2,500,000 100.00%
2,000,000 80.00%
Total Discard Cost
1,500,000 60-00% Percent
1,000,000 - - 40.00%
500,000 - - 20.00%
0 0.00%
Raw Material Intermediates FDS
Figure 3.1 Distribution of Discard Costs among Inventory Types
According to the above analysis, most of the discard cases happened to raw materials. Discards
of intermediates and FDS happened much less frequently with high discard value for each case.
The root causes are summarized. Figure 3.2 below shows the identified root causes of discard.
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Figure 3.2 Root Causes of Discards in API Facility
Table 3.4 below shows the historical discard costs as well as the number of cases associated
with discard causes.
Table 3.4 Discard Information by Discard Causes
Material Expiration 278 2,221,981 38.71%
Human/Procedure Error 3 773,907 13.48%
Equipment Failure 2 29,425 0.51%
Quality Rejects 25 2,116,173 36.87%
Reprocess and Others 3 598,783 10.43%
Figure 3.3 below shows the distribution of discard cost among the discard reasons.
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of Discard Costs among Discard Reasons
The above analysis shows that material expiration and quality reject account for most of the
loss in discard. Table 3.5 below is established to help understand the distribution of discard
cases due to a particular discard reason under each of the inventory types.
Table .5 Distribution of Discard Cases
Raw Material 274 20 1 0
Intermediates 4 1 1 2 0
FDS 0 2 1 3 3
Total 278 3 _2 1_25 _ _3
The analysis in this section identifies raw material expiration to be
resulting discards in API Facility in SPM.
the most critical area in
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3.3 Explanation of Discard Causes
The identified root causes for historical discards were material expiration, quality rejects,
human and procedure error, equipment failure as well as reprocess and other reasons.
3.3.1 Material Expiration
API Facility uses over 100 types of raw materials. These raw materials differ in their shelf life.
Shelf life could range from 6 months to 5 years. For raw material that cannot sustain for a long
time, discard cases happen whenever the inventory level is high and the stock cannot be used
up within the duration of shelf life.
3.3.2 Quality Rejects
Raw materials, intermediates and FDS are subject to quality tests before they are released for
production or shipment. Inventories which do not pass the lab tests would be discarded or
reprocessed.
3.3.3 Human and procedure Error
Human error refers to erroneous operation by untrained or inexperienced operators. Untrained
warehouse personnel could bring in foreign substances during dispatching of inventories. Plant
operators who are not familiar with the charging procedure during production could cause the
input material quantity to vary. Procedure error comes from a change in the operation
standard that is not updated in production on time. Both of these errors could result in
unqualified inventories.
3.3.4 Equipment Failure
Manufacturing facilities breakdown causes production to stop and material that is left inside
the production equipment needs to pass recertification test in order to be reprocessed. If the
reprocess is not a feasible solution, the entire lot is discarded. Most of equipment failure
happens due to stress fatigue or design issues with the machines.
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3.3.5 Reprocess and Other Reasons
Inventories labeled "blocked" are not ready for commercial usage. This type of inventory is not
considered as being discarded. However, if required by Research and Development Lab, some
of the "blocked" inventories are to be used for research study. The affected inventories are
considered as being discarded.
3.4 FMECA Analysis of Criticality of Discard Causes
The FMECA approach is used to list down the various failure modes and potential causes
related to discard in API Facility. Risk Priority Number (RPN) is calculated in order to rank the
discard causes based on their criticality. RPN is calculated using the following equation.
RPN = Severity of Failure x Occurrence x Detection of Failure
A number rank from 1 to 5 is assigned to each of the three parameters in the equation. For
severity of failure, number rank 5 represents the associated discard cause has the largest
discard cost. For occurrence, number rank 5 represents the associated discard cause is most
likely to occur. For detection of failure, number rank 5 represents the associated discard cause
is least likely to be noticed given the current discards control method. The ranks of discard
causes are determined through interviewing SPM's staffs.
Table 3.6 below shows the FMECA analysis of criticality of discard causes. For API Facility in
SPM, material expiration is considered the most critical reason that causes inventory discards.
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Table 3.6 FMECA Analysis of Discard Causes
Potential Failure
Effects (impact on
key output)
Current Control
(What are the
existing
controls&procedures
to prevent current
failure mode)
Disposition of 5 5 Monitor the raw 4 100 1
expired materials material ordering
Re-test the 4 2 Conduct regular staff 5 40 3
inventory/ Dispose training session
the inventory
Dispose the 4 2 Monthly 3 24 4
inventory preventative
maitenance
Reprocess/Dispose 5 4 Make sure the 4 80 2
the inventory process follows the
production
requirement
rigorously
Treat the
inventory as
disposed
2 2
3.5 Selection of Area for Discard Minimization Practice
To help the API Facility to minimize its inventory discard, the five causes can be studied in detail
and addressed using different approaches. For this thesis, author decides to choose raw
material for further research as it accounts for the largest discard costs in the past. The author
believes that the inventory procedure developed to mitigate the risk of raw material expiration
is valuable to SPM for the purpose of effectively managing its raw materials in the future.
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Process/Input
(process step
and input
under
investigation)
Potential
Failure
Mode (in
what way
does the key
input goes
wrong)
human
error/
Procedure
Inventory
Discard
Reprocess
Requirement
and other
reasons
Chapter 4 Methodology
The aim of this section is to develop a standard procedure for SPM to manage its raw material
more efficiently in order to reduce the risk of inventory getting expired. The new raw material
inventory management policy is targeted at solving the existing problem of having excessive
inventory by optimizing current raw material inventory level based on scientific models. The
new strategy is expected not to starve production while it is in practice.
There are a large number of raw materials in API Facility used to produce more than 10 FDS. It
is not efficient to conduct analysis on all the FDS. This thesis picks three representative FDS:
Product A from the synthesis line, Product B and C from the steroid line. These three products
are key products in company SP's revenue stream. Their Bill of Material (BOM) contains a wide
range of raw materials with different characteristics. Product A uses more raw materials with
short shelf life (shelf life within 2 years) in its production. Product B and C are included so that
the steroid production line can be contained in the study to make the case complete. The entire
raw material set of Product A, B and C is checked with the purchasing group to ensure that the
characteristics of raw materials in API Facility are properly represented so that the developed
procedure can be applied to all the raw materials.
There are 33 raw materials in total included in the study. The BOMs of the products are
attached in Appendix Al and A2. Three solution phases are developed in this methodology.
Phase 1 studies the demand and forecast accuracy of the three products. Phase 2 involves
developing a raw material inventory grouping strategy to divide the entire set into groups with
different characteristics. Phase 3 uses inventory models to determine the optimal safety stock
level, order quantity and order frequency for each of the groups.
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4.1 Historical Demand of Products
Raw materials are purchased based on the demand information of the finished products. To
understand the demand for raw materials, the historical demand trend of the three products is
characterized. The monthly demand is recorded in number of batches. The historical demands
for the past 30 months (starting from Jan 2008) are included in the analysis.
The planning group indicates that this year the demand for some of the products drops sharply.
It is therefore necessary to determine whether the mean demand for each of the three
products is still stationary over the first half in 2010 as compared to the previous two years. A
single-factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used to determine whether the mean has shifted.
This approach justifies the correct amount of mean demand to use in the analysis later in the
thesis.
4.2 Demand Forecast Accuracy
Demand forecast poses a great challenge in raw material management since the raw materials
are ordered based on demand forecast few months before a certain month depending on the
supplier lead time. The global planning team typically projects the demands for the next 12
months. The real demand of a certain month is only obtained in the MPS in the following
month. A scientific forecast system is key to the operation of a company. Large deviation of the
projected demand from the real demand can cause either shortage or over-stock of raw
materials.
4.2.1 Measurement of Forecast Errors (Times Series Analysis)
To study how well the demand is projected before a certain month based on historical
projection data from SPM, Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) and Mean Square Error (MSE) are
used to compute the degree of forecast errors. MAD is computed using the differences
between the actual demand and the forecast demand. Compared with MAD, MSE is calculated
using the squared difference.
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The author would like to obtain the forecast errors as a function of forecast interval (number of
months before the real demand).
Figure 4.1 shows the historical projected demand for Product A in Feb 2010 as a function of
forecast interval. The projected demand with a zero month forecast interval is the real demand.
An observation here is that as the forecast interval gets shorter, the projected demand gets
closer to the real demand.
Batches
9.00 -
8.00 -
7.00 -
6.00
5.00 -
4.00
3.00 -
2.00 -
1.00
Historical Projected Demand for Product A (Feb 2010)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
-U-Projected Demand
Forecast Interval (Months)
Figure 4.1 Historical Projected Demand for Product A (Feb 2010)
An is defined as the actual demand for the nth month. A1 is the real demand for the 1 st month.
Ft,n is the projected demand t months before the nth month. F2,1 is the projected demand 2
months before the 1st month.
MADt is the average of 12 months' forecast errors for a forecast interval of t months. MAD 1 is
the average of 12 months' forecast errors generated 1 month before the real demand (1 month
forecast interval).
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Similarly, MSEt is the average of 12 months' squared forecast errors for a forecast interval of t
months. MSE1 is the average of 12 months' squared forecast errors generated 1 month before
the real demand. Compared with MAD, MSE discriminates against large deviation in the
forecast.
2
n= 1 An - Ft,n|MSEt = 112
4.3 Grouping of Raw Materials
An efficient way to control the inventories is to focus on the materials that are most important
to the firm given a large number of materials present. As the problem deals with inventory
expiration, incorporating information regarding inventory expiration into the inventory
management procedure is able to address the current issue in SPM. While the current
inventory system gives uniform treatment to each of the raw materials, the new procedure is
able to suggest a solution to management of the materials based on shelf life and inventory
cost. The procedure groups the raw materials according to their characteristics and can serve as
future guideline for SPM to classify its raw materials. Based on the grouping results, inventory
management models can be suggested.
4.3.1 ABC Inventory Planning
ABC inventory classification method is studied in this section. The ABC inventory classification
scheme divides inventory items into three groups based on inventory values:
" High Dollar Volume (Class A Items) - Top 15 percent of the items
* Moderate Dollar Volume (Class B Items) - next 35 percent of the items
e Low Dollar Volume (Class C Items) - the last 50% of the items
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The dollar volume is a measure of importance. The purpose of dividing inventories into groups
is to establish appropriate degree of control over each item. Class A items require the strictest
control, followed by Class B items. Class C items are typically of low value and least importance
to the firm, therefore, they are not required to monitor closely as compared to the other two
classes. [8]
In the case of SPM, all the raw materials are critical to the firm's operation. These inventory
stocks are not allowed to run out whenever required by a production campaign. However,
different degree of control over raw material groups could still be exercised so that items with a
higher tendency to expire could be monitored more closely by the company buyers.
4.3.2 Factors for Consideration
There are a few factors considered to be used in the grouping criterion:
e Available Shelf Life (ASL)
The raw material replenish lead time is typically 1 to 4 months which includes the supplier
manufacturing time and shipping time. Most of the raw materials are transported by sea which
accounts for most of replenish lead time. The raw materials are held for lab testing for a period
of 1 or 2 weeks. Available shelf life is defined as the remaining duration of usage after the raw
materials pass the quality tests. It is calculated using the equation below:
Available shelf life = shelf life - replenish lead time - lab testing lead time
Figure 4.2 shows the shelf life, replenish lead time, lab testing lead time and available shelf life
for the 33 raw materials. Raw materials with available shelf life shorter than 2 years are
highlighted. As SPM keeps at least one year's supply for most of its raw materials on hand, raw
materials with available shelf life shorter than 2 years are exposed to risks of getting expired if
annual demand drops to 50% of its previous level. This is backed up by the analysis of historical
discard cases.
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Table 4.1 Available Shelf Life of Raw Materials
Shelf Life Replenish LT Lab Testing LT Available Shelf Life
Material (days) (days) (days) (days)
D1 1,460 125 14 1,321
D2 1,825 48 9 1,768
D4 1,095 180 15 900
D5 1,825 14 10 1,801
D6 1,825 90 12 1,723
D7 1,825 2 3 1,749
D8 1,825 70 9 1,746
H2 1,825 903 1,732
H4 1,825 90 9 1,726
K2 1,095 125 14 956
1K7 1,825 90 
10 1,725
Z4 1,095 90 6 999
S1 1,825 63 16 1,746
S2 1,825 70 21 1,734
S3 1,825 30 9 1,786
S4 1,825 2 2 1,821
S5 1,825 2 10 1,813
S6 1,825 90 8 
1,7271
S8 1,825 17 9 1,799
S9 1,825 3 2 1,820
S10 1,825 90 10 1,725
S11 910 84 10 816
S12 1,825 70 9 1,746
Historical discard cases indicate that expiration occurred to all raw materials with available
shelf life shorter than 2 years. Discard costs of raw materials with available shelf life shorter
than 2 years account for 99% of the total discard costs of Product A's raw materials. Based on
this, available shelf life is chosen as one of the criteria in grouping.
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e Annual Inventory Value
Inventory value based on yearly usage is another important characteristic. Raw materials with
high unit price and annual usage volume are likely to result in higher discard costs. Therefore,
raw materials with greater annual inventory value require more attention in planning.
e Sourcing Difficulty
For some of the raw materials, there is only one single supplier source for SPM. This is because
the specific raw material is patented and therefore uniquely supplied. It is therefore important
to decide whether sourcing difficulty needs to be included in the grouping criteria.
Supplier information is extracted from interviewing respective buyers. All of the single suppliers
are for raw materials with long shelf life (available shelf life longer than 2 years). As the
sourcing difficulty does not add on to the difficulty of procurement of raw materials with short
shelf life, it is not considered in the grouping of raw materials.
e Procurement Cost
SPM's system does not capture the raw material procurement costs. It is estimated that
procurement cost accounts for less than 5% of the total inventory value per order. The author
was told by material management department that procurement cost is standard for all the raw
materials and is negligible compared to the total value of the inventory purchased. As a result,
procurement cost is not considered as a significant factor in the grouping.
4.3.3 Raw Material Grouping Procedure
Based on the consideration of important characteristics of the raw materials discussed in
section 4.3.2, available shelf life and annual inventory value are chosen as the raw material
grouping criteria.
The grouping procedure is described in Figure 4.2 below.
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ASL: Available Shelf Life
Figure 4.2 Raw Materials Grouping Procedure
Raw materials are first divided into two groups based on the available shelf life as the first
grouping criterion since minimizing raw material expiration is the primary concern. The second
grouping criterion is to divide the short ASL items into two groups based on their inventory
values. Class I items account for about 80% of the total annual inventory value among the short
ASL items. Class II items account for about 20% of the total values.
Class I and Class II items are expected to suffer from loss due to expiration based on their
relatively short available shelf life, and thereby requiring stringent control of inventory level to
prevent unnecessary over-stock problems.
The long ASL items (Class Ill items) have very little risks of getting expired. Therefore, a different
inventory model can be applied to exercise different level of control.
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4.4 Inventory Models
This section discusses the inventory ordering strategies and models applied to the three raw
material groups.
4.4.1 Class I Items: Just-in-Time Ordering Strategy
Class I items are most susceptible to demand change and are most expensive to discard due to
their high inventory values. Just-in-Time (JIT) ordering strategy is applied to this group of
inventories. This strategy is used to ensure that raw materials arrive and become available as
they are needed in the production. This approach controls costs through the means of avoiding
high inventory level. It has the potential to reduce the risks of materials getting expired. [8]
Ideally, JIT approach works perfectly well with accurate forecast so that the safety stock level
can be kept at zero or a minimum level. In the case of SPM, the safety stock level needs to be
reduced for this group of items to comply with the JIT approach. As the forecast is known to
experience certain level of inaccuracy, however, the safety stock level is adjusted based on the
variation in demand during replenish lead time and forecast error in order to ensure that the
production is not starved. This way of calculation is the same as the safety stock calculation by
the continuous review model.
The safety stock is calculated as follows.
SS = z x 1.25 x MAD x L +TL
Where
SS = Safety Stock
z = Safety factor: number of standard deviation associated with service level
MAD = Mean Absolute Deviation: demand forecast error
L = Replenish lead time: from placing the order to receiving the inventories
LT = Lab testing lead time: time spent on raw material quality tests
The following assumptions are made in order to use the equation:
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Demand is independent in non-overlapping time periods
* Demand is normally distributed
* Forecast errors are independent in non-overlapping time periods
* The replenish lead time and lab testing lead time are fixed
For JIT approach, orders should be placed as frequent as possible and at a small quantity to
keep the inventory level low. Compared to the continuous review model, JIT approach has a
fixed order interval to ensure that the order is placed frequently. The order quantity is
determined by the monthly production plan and is therefore not a fixed quantity.
4.4.2 Class |1 Items: Continuous Review Model
Continuous Review Model (fixed-order quantity model) is applied to this group of items. The
inventory level is continuously monitored. An order is placed whenever the inventory level
drops to the reorder point, R. The reorder point is calculated to be the sum of the expected
demand during the lead time and the safety stock based on the desired service level.
The reorder point is calculated as follows:
R = d(L + TL) +SS = d(L + TL) + ZoL+TL
Where
R = Reorder point
d = Average monthly demand
L = Replenish lead time: from placing the order to receiving the inventories
LT = Lab testing lead time: time spent on raw material quality tests
SS = Safety Stock
z = Safety factor: number of standard deviation associated with service level
o-L+TL = Standard deviation of usage during leand time based on forecast accuracy
The average inventory level for this model is calculated as follows:
Iaverage 2 + SS
Where
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Q = fixed order quantity per order
The following assumptions are made:
" Demand is independent in non-overlapping time periods
" Demand is normally distributed
" Forecast errors are independent in non-overlapping time periods
* The replenish lead time and lab testing lead time are fixed
Q is supposed to be determined by Economic Order Quantity (EOQ), however, since the
procurement costs are not captured by SPM, Q is determined by considering the minimum
ordering quantity and ordering frequency. Minimum ordering quantity is specified by the
suppliers, which is the least amount of materials that need to be purchased per order.
In order to avoid high raw material inventory level to minimize the discards due to expiration,
the order needs to be placed frequently while the order amount meets the minimum ordering
quantity.
4.4.3 Class Ill Items: Periodic Review Model
Periodic Review Model (Fixed-time period model) is applied to Class Ill items. The inventory is
counted at certain period, e.g. every week or bi-week. The order quantity using this model
varies from period to period. Compared to continuous review model, periodic review model
requires less attention in monitoring inventory level.
The safety stock required under the periodic review model is higher than that for the
continuous review model because the safety stock needs to cover both the replenish lead time
and the review period.
Class Ill has the most number of items present. With little risks of getting expired, this group of
items can be monitored less frequently as compared to the other two groups so that Class I and
11 items can be closely monitored.
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The author chooses to use periodic review model for Class Ill items due to two reasons:
" Periodic review model results in a higher safety stock level than continuous review model.
While currently SPM keeps a high level of safety stock on hand, application of periodic
review model for majority of SPM's raw material would not cause drastic deviation from the
current practice in the company compared to the application of continuous review model.
During discussion with the buyers and planners in SPM, the author finds that they are more
willing to apply periodic review model.
" Applying a different model on Class Ill items sets Class I and II items apart from the majority
of raw materials. The JIT approach and continuous review model could result in higher
ordering frequency compared to periodic review model. This allows buyers to pay more
attention to items that are more likely to get expired.
The total inventory on hand and on order using this model is calculated as follows:
B = t(L + TL + r) + SS
The safety stock for this model is calculated as follows:
SS = zUL+TL+r = z x 1.25 x MAD x VL + TL + r
Where
B = Total inventory on hand and on order
y = average monthly demand
SS = Safety Stock
z = Safety factor: number of standard deviation associated with service level
MAD = Mean Absolute Deviation: demand forecast error
L = Replenish lead time: from placing the order to receiving the inventories
LT = Lab testing lead time: time spent on raw material quality tests
r = Review period
The average inventory level using this model is calculated as follows:
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Iaverage = + SS
The following assumptions are made:
* Demand is independent in non-overlapping time periods
* Demand is normally distributed
* Forecast errors are independent in non-overlapping time periods
* The replenish lead time and lab testing lead time are fixed
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Chapter 5 Results and Discussions
5.1 Analysis of Demand
The applications of ANOVA on Product A, B and C are shown in this section.
5.1.1 Characterization of Mean Demand (Product A)
Figure 5.1 below shows the historical demand trend for Product A over the past 30 months. It is
observed that demands in the first 6 months dropped as compared to the demands in the same
period in the past two years.
Batches Historical Demands for Product A (Jan 2008 -Jun 2010)
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Figure 5.1 Historical Demands for Product A (Jan 2008 - Jun 2010)
A single ANOVA is applied to test whether the mean monthly demand from 2008 to 2010 has
shifted at a 95% confidence level.
The following hypothesis is tested:
HO : Average monthly demand from 2008 to 2010 is equal
H, : Average monthly demand from 2008 to 2010 is not equal
Table 5.1 below shows the results for ANOVA test.
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Table 5.1 First Single Factor ANOVA Test for Product A
1 s ANOVA
2008 Demand 12 84.8 7.1 3.3
2009 Demand 12 86.6 7.2 4.0
2010 Demand 6 28.3 4.7 1.9
Between Groups 2 28.3 14.2 1.23 0.308 3.35
Within Groups
Total
310.9
339.3
11.5
The ANOVA test shows that there is no mean shift from 2008 to 2010. However, it is observed
that while 2008 demand and 2009 demand have very close mean and standard variation, the
mean and standard deviation of monthly demand in 2010 is distinctly different from the other
two groups. A second ANOVA test is between demand in 2008 and demand in 2009
The following hypothesis is tested at 95% confidence level:
HO : Average monthly demand from 2008 to 2009 is equal
Hi : Average monthly demand from 2008 to 2009 is not equal
Table 5.2 below shows the result for the second ANOVA test.
Table 5.2 Second ANOVA Test for Product A
2" ANOVA
2008 Demand 12 84.8 7.1 3.3
2009 Demand 12 86.6 7.2 4.0
Between Grouns 1 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.921 4.28
Within Groups
Total
293.4
293.6
13.3
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The F value calculated is much smaller than the Fcriticai value, therefore, the average monthly
demand from 2008 to 2009 is considered to have remained stationary.
To make the calculation follow the real demand, the demand information for Product A in 2010
is used in the calculation.
5.1.2 Characterization of Mean Demand (Product B and Product C)
Figure 5.2 shows the historical demand trend for Product B and Product C.
Batches Historial Demands for Product 
B and Product C (Jan 2008 - June 2010)
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Figure 5.2 Historical Demands for Product B and Product C (Jan 2008 - June 2010)
The results obtained from single factor ANOVA Test for Product B is shown in Table 5.3. The
following hypothesis is tested at 95% confidence level:
HO : Average monthly demand for Product B from 2008 to 2010 is equal
H1 : Average monthly demand for Product B from 2008 to 2010 is not equal
Table 5.3 ANOVA Test for Product B
ANOVA
2008 Demand
2009 Demand
2010 Demand
15.8
11.0
12.9
0.9
0.8
1.6
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Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
5.99
29.34
35.33
2.99
1.09
2.76 0.081 3.35
The ANOVA Test for Product B shows that the F value is close to Fcriticai. The test does not
reject H0 hypothesis. To use the most updated demand information, 2010 demand information
for Product B is used.
The results obtained from .single factor ANOVA Test for Product C is shown in Table 5.4. The
following hypothesis is tested at 95% confidence level:
HO : Average monthly demand for Product C from 2008 to 2010 is equal
H1 : Average monthly demand for Product C from 2008 to 2010 is not equal
Table 5.4 ANOVA Test for Product C
ANOVA
2008 Demand 12 22.7 1.9 1.6
2009 Demand 12 25.1 2.1 1.4
2010 Demand 6 12.5 2.1 1.1
Between Groups 2 0.28 0.14 0.07 0.933 3.35
Within Groups
Total
54.25
54.53
2.01
The ANOVA Test for Product C shows that the average monthly demand for Product C is
considered to be equal. SinceFcalculated K Fcriticai, the historical demand information for the
past 30 months is used.
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5.1.3 Comparison of Demand Characteristics
The above analysis shows that the average monthly demand for Product A is 5 batches while
that for Product B and Product C is 2 batches. It is found that Product A's monthly demand has
a larger standard deviation as compared to Product B and Product C. This indicates that Product
A's monthly demand varies more and is harder to predict. It adds difficulty to the inventory
management on materials in Product A's BOM.
5.2 Analysis of Demand Forecast Accuracy
The demand forecast errors derived in this part are helpful in the later calculation of the
inventory models.
Figure 5.3 shows the plot of MADt for product A as a function of forecast interval. (1 t <
11 months)
Demand Forecast Error (MAD) for Product A
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Figure 5.3 Demand Forecast Error (MAD) for Product A
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The plot of MADt against forecast interval shows that forecast error for Product A decreases as
forecast interval shortens. For forecast interval shorter than 3 months, the forecast error
measured in MAD is approximately 1 batch. For forecast interval longer than 8 months, the
forecast error could be as large as about 4 batches.
Figure 5.4 below shows the plot of MSEt as a function of forecast interval. (1 t !
11 months) The MSEt plot magnifies the large deviation in the demand forecast.
Demand Forecast Error (MSE) for Product A
MSEt
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Figure 5.4 Demand Forecast Error (MSE) for Product A
Applying the same methodology to Product B and Product C, the trend of demand forecast
error could be obtained. Figure 5.5 below shows the plot of MADt for product B as a function
of forecast interval. (1 5 t 11 months)
The forecast for Product B shows better accuracy than Product A. For forecast interval longer
than 2 months, the forecast error is maintained at a level of about 1.2 batches.
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Figure 5.5 Demand Forecast Error (MAD) for Product B
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Figure 5.6 below sho
(1 t 11 months)
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Figure 5.6 Demand Forecast Error (MAD) for Product C
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The plot of MADt indicates that, for a forecast interval longer than 3 months, the demand
forecast error for Product C maintains at a level where MAD is about 1.4 batches.
The analysis done to calculate the demand forecast shows that Product B and Product C
(steroid line) has better forecast accuracy than Product A (synthesis line). This coincides with
the analysis of the historical demand trend of the three products. There are a lot of raw
materials in Product A's BOM with shelf life shorter than 2 years, it is expected that these raw
materials have greater risks of getting expired as the demand forecast for product A has a
larger error.
5.3 Results of Raw Material Grouping
The raw materials are firstly grouped according to their ASL. Table 5.5 shows the annual
inventory value of raw materials with ASL shorter than 2 years.
Table 5.5 Annual Inventory Value of Raw Materials (ASL < 2 years)
Material Annual Inventory Value (USD) Percentage (%)
Group I
&
Group II
Items
D3 50,160 1.65%
D9 99,420 3.27%
K4 245,280 8.06%
K5 139,080 4.57%
K6 33,360 1.10%
Z2 41,580 1.37%
S7 1,512 0.05%
_ Total 3,044,832 100.00%
The total annual inventory value of raw materials H1, H3 and K3 adds up to about 80% of the
total 10 raw materials within the short ASL group. This suggests that these three raw materials
are to be grouped under Class I, while the rest of 7 raw materials (about 20% of the total
inventory value) are to be grouped under Class 11. Table 5.6 shows the final grouping results of
33 raw materials under the three groups. The table also shows the minimum order quantity
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required by the suppliers for each of the raw materials. Raw materials with minimum order
quantity equal to zero do not have an order quantity constraint.
Table 5.6 Grouping of Raw Materials
Material I Minimum Order Quantity UOM
40 KG
8,185 KG
0 KG
7,600 KG
7,600 KG
5,280 KG
12,000 KG
22,000 KG
0 KG
0 KG
D1 5,000 KG
D2 10 KG
D4 500 KG
D5 5,130 KG
D6 20 KG
D7 0 KG
D8 5,180 KG
H2 0 KG
H4 0 KG
K2 5,000 KG
K7 600 KG
Z4 10 KG
S1 0 KG
S2 0 KG
S3 10,000 KG
S4 19,084 L
S5 18,844 L
S6 454 KG
S8 1,200 KG
59 12,879 L
S10 25 KG
S1l 10 KG
S12 500
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Class Ill
5.4 Inventory Management for Class I Items
Class I items require the most strict control from SPM. There are 3 items under this group.
These 3 items are used to produce Product A.
Based on the lead time information, the forecast interval for this group of items is about 3 to 4
months. From the analysis in section 5.2, the demand forecast shows an increasing level of
error when the forecast interval gets longer. To ensure that SPM has the capability to cope with
the demand forecast inaccuracy, a certain amount of safety stock is recommended based on
the calculation explained in Chapter 4.
Table 5.7 shows the calculated safety stock based on the forecast error and compares the result
to the current practice in SPM. The safety factor Z is set at 1.96 as the required customer
service level by SPM is 97.5%.
Table 5.7 Safety Stock of Class I Items
Material Safety Stock Calculated (KG) Current Safety Stock (KG) % Change from Current
H1 330 248 33
H3 6,676 15,000 -55
K3 4,821 12,000 -60
The calculated safety stock results for raw material H3 and K3 are lower than the current
practice while the result for H1 shows a 33% increment. The original safety stock level is
determined by the company internal inventory policy without considering the forecast
information for the relevant products. The new standard procedure is able to address the
inaccuracy coming from the demand forecast.
To implement the JIT approach, these items are encouraged to be ordered frequently and the
order quantity needs to be kept at a low level in order to avoid the over-accumulation of raw
materials. The next order shall be received at a point when the current inventory on hand is
close to the safety stock level (last order is used up in the production).
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Currently, raw material H1, H3 and K3 are all ordered quarterly in SPM, e.g. every three
months. Each order for H3 needs to be at least 8185 KG based on the minimum order quantity.
This amount is equivalent to three months' production supply. Therefore, it is recommended
that H3 is still ordered quarterly.
The minimum order quantities for H1 and K3 are small so that ordering Hi and K3 at a higher
frequency is feasible. In this case, monthly order is suggested as SPM updates its production
schedule monthly. So a monthly order is more flexible to keep the inventory level updated with
the current production plan.
Table 5.8 below shows comparison between the new approach and the current practice in SPM
in terms of the ordering frequency and average inventory level for Class I items.
Table 5.8 Ordering Frequency and Average Inventory Level for Class I Items
Proposed Current Expected Average Average Inventory % Change
Material ordering Ordering Inventory Level Level (KG) from Current
frequency frequency (KG) (Proposed) (Current)
H1 Monthly Quarterly 413 496 -17
H3 Quarterly Quarterly 11176 19,500 -43
K3 Monthly Quarterly 5921 15,300 -61
The new proposed ordering strategy is expected to reduce the average inventory level for all
three raw materials.
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5.5 Inventory Management for Class I Items
The reorder point and safety stock level for the 7 items under Class 11 are calculated using the
continuous review model proposed in Chapter 4. The model does not fix the order frequency
but the order quantity. Table 5.9 shows the reordering point and safety stock of Class 11 items.
The safety factor is set at 1.96 to ensure a service level of 97.5%.
Table 5.9 Safety Stock and Reorder Point of Class II Items
Safety Stock Calculated Current Safety Stock % Change from Reorder Point
(KG) (KG) Current (Kg)
3,924 4,224 -7 9,996
3,505 2,223 58 9,700
2,393 2,256 6 6,623
3,270 4,455 -27 8,330
3,270 4,630 -29 8,330
1,833 2,453 -25 5,333
50 - - 143
Raw material S7 does not have the current safety stock included since the current safety stock
includes the amount of S7 used in plants in SPM other than the API Facility. Therefore, the
safety stock and reorder point calculated here are only for the API Facility.
The fixed order quantity is determined based on the minimum order quantity for each of the
raw materials. To decrease the average inventory on hand, the fixed ordering quantity Q needs
to be as low as possible. To illustrate the selection of Q, if the minimum ordering quantity can
cover demand for 3.5 months, Q is then set at the amount that can cover demand for 4 months.
Due to the limitation of the minimum order quantity, the suggested ordering quantities for this
group of raw materials do not show a significant change from the current practice.
Table 5.10 shows comparison between the expected average inventory level using the
continuous review model and that based on the current practice in SPM.
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Table 5.10 Proposed Order Quantity Q and Average Inventory Level for Class |1 Items
Expected Average %
Proposed Average Inventory ChangeMaterial Q(KG) Inventory Level (KG) fromLevel(KG) (Current) Current(Proposed) _____
D3 7,920 7,884 8,184 -4
D9 7,764 7,387 6,105 21
K4 5,302 5,044 6,232 -19
K5 12,408 9,474 10,659 -11
K6 22,748 14,644 16,004 -8
Z2 940 2,303 3,863 -40
S7 26 63 - -
Again, the current average inventory level for raw material
as the amount includes the usage for other plants.
S7 is not shown here for comparison
5.6 Inventory Management for Class Ill Items
This category of items does not require as much attention as the previous two groups as they
have little risk of getting expired. Based on the periodic review model, a review period needs to
be set for each of the raw materials.
The review period is set to be 2 months for Product A's raw materials and 7 months for raw
materials of Product B and Product C. The result is derived after discussing with the purchasing
planners in SPM. Most variable order sizes are able to meet the minimum order quantity
requirement given the above review periods.
Table 5.11 shows the review period, safety stock level and expected average inventory level
using the periodic review model with a comparison with the current practice in the company.
Safety factor z is set at 1.96 to ensure 97.5% service level.
Raw materials S4 and S9 are reagent with very short replenish time (Singapore suppliers).
Therefore, no safety stock level is defined by SPM. Raw materials S3 and S6 are used in
production in other Products. The safety stock level calculated are for Product B and Product C.
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Table 5.11 Safety Stock and Average Inventory Level for Class || Items
Expected Average
Review Safety Stock Current % Change Average Inventory % Change UOM
Period Calculated Safety from Inventory Level Level from Current
Material (months) (KG) Stock (KG) Current (Proposed) (Current)
D1 2 6,601 8,250 -20 9,351 10,750 -13 KG
D2 2 862 1,323 -35 1,302 1,963 -34 KG
D4 2 15,245 16,250 -6 20,415 21,420 -5 KG
D5 2 4,712 9,180 -49 7,908 9,979 -21 KG
D6 2 2,505 10,800 -77 3,539 11,317 -69 KG
D7 2 4,418 6,375 -31 6,416 7,374 -13 KG
D8 2 9,710 8,764 11 14,053 13,295 6 KG
H2 2 79 189 -58 112 197 -43 KG
H4 2 609 2,312 -74 868 2,700 -68 KG
K2 2 6,647 7,128 -7 9,128 9,610 -5 KG
K7 2 8,091 10,000 -19 11,452 20,082 -43 KG
Z4 2 20 90 -78 29 103 -72 KG
S1 7 418 6,000 -93 611 6,165 -90 KG
S2 7 273 100 173 519 279 86 KG
S3 7 406 - - - - - KG
S4 7 - - - - - - L
55 7 11,553 18,844 -39 23,688 24,044 -1 L
S6 7 43 - - - - - KG
S8 7 1,708 3,840 -56 3,448 4,089 -16 KG
S9 7 - - - - - - L
S10 7 355 1,028 -65 671 1,163 -42 KG
Sil 7 21 234 -91 39 239 -84 KG
S12 7 3,065 31,275 -90 5,886 32,081 -82 KG
The periodic review model reduces the average inventory level for most of the raw materials as
seen from the table above.
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5.7 Benefits to SPM
Reduction of average inventory on hand
The new inventory procedure for raw materials is able to achieve reduction in average
inventory level for most of the raw materials analyzed. For Class I and Class II items, the
procedure is able to reduce the average inventory costs of the items studied by 34%. For Class
III items, it reduces the average inventory costs by 47%, excluding the 4 items discussed in
section 5.6. Overall, the new procedure reduces the average inventory costs by 43% for all the
items studied. This helps SPM to save its warehouse space as well as reducing its annual
inventory holding costs.
Potential to minimize inventory discards due to expiration
The new procedure focuses on the management of inventories with short shelf life. It helps to
control the inventory level of expensive items so that the loss in discards can be reduced.
A clear framework to manage raw material efficiently
Compared to the current practice in SPM, the new procedure provides a clear guidance in raw
material management. It helps SPM to identify the important materials and apply the right
treatment to each of the inventory groups.
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Chapter 6 Recommendation and Future Work
6.1 Recommendation
The following possible actions are recommended to help the proposed inventory management
procedure replace the current practice more efficiently.
6.1.1 Liaise with Vendors
The current minimum order quantity required by the suppliers restricts SPM's flexibility in
ordering the raw materials at the amount wanted. Order in excessive inventories is likely to
result in material discards in the end. SPM should work with the vendors to come up a solution
so that SPM can have more flexibility in determining the order quantity.
To minimize the loss in discards, SPM should also discuss with the vendors about any possibility
of returning the excessive raw materials ordered at some point, probably at a discounted price.
The vendors could have the raw materials reprocessed to extend the shelf life. SPM is also able
to save some costs which would otherwise be incurred if the materials are thrown away
directly.
6.1.2 Encourage Material Exchange within the Firm
The merger between the two companies presents an excellent opportunity for SPM to reduce
its discards. SPM now has a sister pharmaceutical company which is also located in Singapore's
biomedical park with operations in API production. The demand information of common raw
materials with short shelf life from the two sites can be shared with each other. Unused raw
materials can be exchanged within sites so that the risk of materials getting expired is reduced.
By risk pooling the demands of common raw materials used in the two sites, inventories with
short shelf life can be better managed. Alternatively, SPM can check with other operating
branches in nearby countries to discuss the feasibility of exchanging raw materials.
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6.2 Future Work
This thesis focuses on the area of raw material expiration. There are another four areas to
explore to help SPM reduce its waste in material discards as discussed in the preliminary
chapter. This section discusses some of the possible areas for future work in discard
minimization practices.
6.2.1 Improve Forecast Accuracy
SPM should explore ways to improve its forecast accuracy so that its inventory level could be
further reduced while still meeting the required service level. Regression models can be used to
model the demand forecast by studying the historical demand trend. Key parameters that
affect the demand need to be identified.
6.2.2 Reduce ordering lead time
Currently the ordering lead time for most of the raw materials used in SPM is quite long. Ways
to reduce the lead time can be explored so that it is easier to plan the material procurement.
Other ways of transportation can also be discussed as the current sea shipment is inexpensive
yet time-consuming.
6.2.3 Business Framework
Another significant portion of discard costs come from process and human errors. It is
therefore meaningful to come up with a business framework to install the standard operating
procedure and ensure the operation standard without unnecessary deviation.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
This thesis analyzes the major causes of inventory discards in SPM from the past data. The focus
of solution is on minimization of raw material expiration by developing an inventory
management procedure. The proposed procedure groups the current raw materials based on
their available shelf life (ASL) and annual inventory value. A Just-in-Time (JIT) ordering strategy
is applied to Class I items (short ASL and high inventory values). A continuous review model is
used to manage Class Il items (short shelf life and low inventory values). Lastly, Class III items
(long ASL) is managed using the periodic review model. The new procedure is able to reduce
average inventory costs of the raw materials studied by 43%.
It is recommended that SPM to exercise different degree of control over its raw materials using
the procedure as a guideline. The proposed solution is expected to reduce the raw material
discards by closely controlling inventory level of relevant materials.
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Appendix Al: BOM of Product A
Required Material Required Qty Per Bx UOM
D1 550 kg
D2 88 kg
D3 528 kg
D4 1100 kg
D5 450 kg
D6 220 kg
D7 425 kg
D8 924 kg
D9 635 kg
Required Material Required Qty Per Bx UOM
H1 33 kg
H2 7 kg
H3 600 kg
H4 11 kg
Required Material Required Qty Per Bx UOM
D5 230 kg
K2 528 kg
K3 440 kg
K4 282 kg
K5 440 kg
K6 440 kg
K7 302 kg
Required Material Required Qty Per Bx UOM
K7 413 kg
Z2 200 kg
H4 43.8 kg
Z4 1.82 kg
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Appendix A2: BOM of Product B&C
Required Material Required Qty per Bx UOM
Si 55 KG
S2 35.2 KG
S3 57.2 KG
S4 1,253.80 L
S5 1,733.50 L
56 5.5 KG
57 5.5 KG
58 248.6 KG
S9 2,015.40 L
S10 45.1 KG
S11 2.64 KG
K4 90.2 KG
Required Material Required Qty per Bx UOM
S12 403 KG
Required Material Required Qty per Bx UOM
S4 60L
Required Material Required Qty per Bx UOM
S4 30 L
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